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Abstract

In this p迎er, the new robust active noise controller was proposed to be applied for attenuating the noises vdien the nonlinear distortion 

in the secondary path exists. Through computer simulations as well as the analytical analysis, it could be shown that it is possible 

for both conventional LMS controller and proposed controller, to be applied for actively controlling the noises and linearizing the 

nonlinear distortion in the secondary path. Also, the simulations results demonstrated that the proposed controller may have faster 

convergence speed and better capability of controlling the noises and compensating the nonlinear distortion than the conventional 

LMS controller.
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I. Introduction

The active noise control (ANC) of sound and 

vibration involves the introduction of a number of 

controlled secondary sources driven such that the 

field generated by these sources interferes de- 

structiv이y with the field caused by the original pri

mary source. The field of active control of sound and 

vibration has been growing very rapidly in the last 

three decades, and many applications have been 

developed. Most of this development has been 

driven by advances in control theory and the avai

lability of low cost electronics for digital signal 

processing.

A number of different techniques and control algo

rithms have received considerable attention until 

now for active control of sound and vibration fields 

[1-3]. With regards to the active control of sound 

fields, there have been significant gains made in a
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theoretical understanding of the mechanisms of active 

control, and the interaction between the primary 

excitation sources and the secondary control sources. 

Along with the theoretical developments, there has 

also been significant progress made in implementing 

practical active control systems. A number of di

fferent control algorithms have been developed for 

active control. However, the active control systems 

reported in the literature have relied most pro

minently only on the feedforward or the feedback 

structures.

The feedforward control algorithm for active 

noise control exhibits high stability and performance 

robustness. But it has a slow convergence speed and 

a correlated reference signal must be available [1]. 

Broadband active control systems typically use 

feedback control in order to increase the convert- 

gence speed and to avoid the problems associated 

with obtaining and decoupling a suitable reference 

signal for use in a feedforward least-mean-square 

(LMS) configuration [3]. However, it is well known 
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that conventional feedback control systems have a 

gain-bandwidth limitation. Thus, a given level of 

noise reduction can only be achieved over a limited 

bandwidth. And modelling 니ncertainty can degrade 

closed-loop performance and lead to stability pro

blems for the closed-loop system. In real appli

cations, the presence of a transfer function in the 

auxiliary-path following the adaptive controller and/ 

or in the error—path, has been shown to generally 

degrade the performance of the LMS algorithm. 

Thus, the convergence rate is lowered, the residual 

power is increased, and the algorithm can become 

unstable.

In this paper, I present a rob니st active noise 

controller based on the combination of feedforward 

and feedback control systems with very small com

plexity increment and large performance increment. 

In this controller, the secondary path is modeled with 

hybrid adaptive Volterra filter (HAVF) [4], so overall 

performance of active noise controller is increased.

II. Analysis of Proposed Contr이ler

2.1. Derivation
A robust active noise controller is proposed which 

is based on the combination of both feedforward and 

feedback control system in order to increase the 

convergence speed and the performance robustness 

with very small complexity increment. In the pro

posed controller, a new generated reference signal 

comprised of weighted sum of an original reference 

signal and an error signal, is used as an input to the 

controller. This new signal may depend on the pro

perties of both an original reference signal and a 

feedback error signal according to the weighting 

factors(q,/3). Thus, the proposed controller can have 

faster convergence speed and better performance 

than either feedforward or feedback system using 

the 잉eneral LMS algorithm as almost eq니ivalent com

plexity of computation as it. The structure of Fig. 1 

The block diagram representing the combination of 

both feedback and feedforward active noise con

troller the proposed controller can be prod나ced by 

combination of both feedback control system and 

feedforward control system, as illustrated in Fi잉. 1. 

In the figure, the original reference signal and the 

error signal via a negative feedback may be summed. 

A physical illustration of the proposed controller and 

its equivalent block diagram can be represented as 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. In these figures, w 

describes the adaptive controller and an original re

ference signal x(n) is weighted by a parameter a 

and an error signal e(n) is weighted by a parameter 

P and the difference between ax(n) and /3e(n), r(n) 

is 니sed as an inp니t to the adaptive controlle. In 

general, x(n) and e(n) may be uncorrelated each 

other. The controller uses both a reference sensor 

and an error sensor, and can attenuate broadband 

noise as well as narrow—band noise. The reference

feedforward control system feedback control system
Fig. 1. The block diagram representing the combination of both 

feedback and feedforward active noise controller.

Fig. 2. The physical representation of the proposed active noise 

co 가「이 er.

Fig. 3. The equivalent block diagram of the proposed active noise 

compiler.
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sensor measures the primary noise to be canceled 

while the error sensor supplies advanced infor

mations of the primary noise as well as monitors per

formances of the active noise controller. The pro

posed controller can use both the feedforward control 

strategy that it can cancel the primary noise com

ponents that are correlated with the reference signal, 

and the feedback control strategy that it can cancel 

the noise components by the use of feedback error 

signal in the closed loop. Also, the proposed con

troller can be implemented as various types of adaptive 

filters such as finite impulse response (FIR), infinite 

impulse response (IIR), lattice structures, etc.

2.2. Analysis
In the Fig. 3 let the sampled input y{n) to the 

actuator be obtained by filtering the weighted re

ference signal and the weighted error signal using an 

adaptive FIR controller whose 罗一th coefficient at the 

n-th sample is w-(n), so that [5]

i— 1
yM =、叫(n) [ax(n-i)— Pein — i)] (1)

z=0

where I is the coefficient number of the adaptive FIR 

filter, and a and p are the weighting factors of the 

original reference signal and the error signal, 

respectively. Let the sampled output of the error 

sensor be e(n), which is equal to the sum of the 

desired signal d(n) due to the primary source alone, 

and an output due to an actuator. And let the transfer 

function from the input of the actuator to the output 

of the sensor be modeled as a 丿一th order FIR filter, 

whose J-th coefficient is q , so that

j— 1
e(n) 一顶) (2a)

7 = 0 
i-u-i

—d(n) + O]C-w^n—j) [ax(,n — i — j')—(3e(n — i — j')] 
i=0j = 0

(2b)

Z-l J-l

2=0 顶=0

(2c)

Let the cost function or the total error be defined 

as

J = E [e2(n) ] = e2(n) (3)

where E[・]denotes an expectation value. If the 

weighted reference signal is at least partly co

rrelated with the desired signal d(n), it is possible 

to reduce the value of J by deriving the secondary 

source. The total error may be a quadratic function 

of this filter coefficient and the optimal set of this 

coefficient required to minimize J may thus be evalu

ated adaptively using gradient descent method.

The gradient vector is evaluated as follows.

▽,(n) = / = 2e(”) 쁨mi (4)

dwi dwi

where =r(n — i)
dwi

顶=o

Here, r(n-z) is the weighted filtered reference 

signal and this sequence is the same as the one 

which would be obtained at the sensor if the 

weighted reference signal and the weighted error 

signal, delayed by i samples, were applied to the 

actuator.

If the coefficient is now adjusted at every sample 

time by an amount proportional to the negative in

stantaneous value of the gradient, the filter coe

fficient adaptation mechanism is produced.

wf(n+l)

=wjn) +叭一 Vjn)) (5a)

=w/n) — 2/ie(n) r(n~i) (5b)

= wi(n)—a e(n) s(n~i) +f3r e(n) (5c)

where 卩，is the convergence parameter that deter

mines both adaptation speed and stability, and a = 2呻 

and 0 = 2国3 are the parameters that determine the 

weighting of the original reference signal and the 
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feedback error signal, respectively. Here, s(n-i) 

and t(n-i) represent a feedforward filtered version 

signal and a feedback filtered version signal, re

spectively and are expressed as follows.

j-i
s(n-i) i(n-z)

j = () j = 0

For zero weighting factor of the original reference 

signal, this corresponds exactly to the "filtered—error 

LMS” algorithm [3] and for zero weighting factor of 

the error signal, this corresponds exactly to the 

Hfiltered-x LMS” algorithm [5].

In order to analytically demonstrate the shape of 

the error surface, and so determine the optimum 

Wiener set of filter coefficients, it is convenient to 

assume that the filter coefficients are exactly time— 

invariant. The assumption of time invariance in the 

filter coefficients is equivalent, in practice, to assuming 

that the filter coefficients change only slowly com

pared to the time-scale of the response of the 

system to be controlled. This time-scale is defined 

by the values of the coefficients.

The sampled output of the error sensor may be 

written as

i~ 1
e(n) =d,(、n) +)L*T(n — i) (6a)

i=Q

= d{n)^rTW (6b)

where rT= [r(n),r(n-l),---,r(n-z+l)]

and WT= [w0, w2,…,‘也/—J

The error criterion can now be written as

J = E[eT{n)e{n)} (7a)

=硏(产(n)d(n)] + 2 E[d{n)} W+WtE[tt\ W (7b)

=E[dT(n)d(n)] + 2PtW+ WtR W (7c)

where PT= E\rd(n)] represents the cross-correlation 

matrix between a weighted filtered reference input 

vector and a desired signal, and R=E\rTr\ represents 

the auto-correlation matrix of a weighted filtered 

reference input vector.

The quadratic nature of the error surface can now 

be clearly identified, and it can be confirmed that the 

surface has a unique global minimum by examining 

the positive definiteness of 7? . By setting the di

fferential of this expression with respect to W to 

zero, the optimum Wiener set of coefficients may be 

obtained as

叱泌=一(冏占仃d(n)]=一矿/ . (8)

This set of filter coefficients gives a minimum 

error criterion equal to

4而=珈咨)dS)〕-珈％训(冏』-七研己血)](9a)

= E\dTMdM]+PTWopt. (9b)

The error criterion can now be rewritten as

J = j^{w-w^tr(.w-w^ (10)

III. Computer Simulation and Results

The overall active control systems may be non

linear due to some components of the systems. The 

most significant cause of nonlinearity present in an 

active noise control system is usually due to the 

lo니dspeaker acting as the secondary source, inchiding 

amplifiers, converters, and microphones acting as 

the sensor, etc. In this environment, the performance 

of active noise control may be decreased by the 

extent of nonlinearities, and an active control system 

compensating nonlinear distortions is needed.

For computer simulations, the overall active noise 

control scheme shown as Fig. 4 is used in real car 

environments. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the block 

diagram of active noise control to atteri니가比 the car 

noises and compensate the nonlinear distortions in 

the secondary path simultaneously, for the general 

LMS controller and the proposed controller, re

spectively. In the both figures, the transfer function
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from the input of the actuator to the output of the 

sensor is modeled as a 丿一th order FIR filter, whose 

j-th coefficient is C- . And it is assumed that the 

nonlinear distortion exist and represented as a non-

CONTROLLER
Fig. 4. The overall active noise control scheme in real car 

environments.

Fig. 5. The block diagram of the active noise control system 

with a compensating nonlinear filter 니sing the general 

filtered-x LMS algorithm

Fig. 6. The block diagram of the active noise control system 

with a compensating nonlinear filter using the pro

posed algorithm.

linear filter H. In general, the nonlinear filter to 

represent the nonlinear system, may be based on the 

functional series. The characteristics of the non

linear filter is similar to that of linear systems because 

the filter output is composed of linear combination of 

filter coefficients. Also, the adaptive algorithms in 

linear systems to adapt the filter coefficients, can be 

applied to the nonlinear system directly, and the 

analysis is similar to that of the linear system. As the 

adaptive algorithms to adapt the filter coefficients in 

the nonlinear system, the least mean square (LMS) 

and least square (LS) algorithms eta can be used. 

However, the nonlinear filter may have more com

putation complexities and slower convergence speed 

than those of the linear system because it may use 

more coefficients than the nonlinear system. There - 

fore, the nonlinear control system with less com

putation complexities and faster convergence speed 

is needed.

In the simulations, the sigmoid function is used as 

a nonlinear filter. In the figure, the adaptive nonlinear 

filter is a pre-distorter and functions as a inverse 

filter to estimate the transfer function of secondary 

path [4], Also, the filtered-x LMS algorithm is 

used to update the adaptive linear filter W that 

controls noises in a car.

In the simulations, in order to estimate the impulse 

response of the secondary path, the maximum length 

sequence [6] is used as an input to a loudspeaker. 

The maximum-length sequence is used mainly to 

estimate the impulse response of the time-invariant 

system and is composed of two values. And the 

sequence has merits that the fast computation is 

possible due to the fast Hadamad transform and in 

the presence of the noise, it increases the signal to 

noise ratio (SNR). In environments of Fig. 4, the 

estimated impulse responses using the maximum 

length sequence are shown in the Fig. 7 From the 

fig나re, it is known that the coefficient number is 256 

and the responses in a car are almost a lightly 

-damped acoustic systems.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 represent the results for the 

active control of engine noises, for the general LMS
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Fig. 7. The impulse responses of the primary path and the 

secondary paths (a) primary path (b) secondary path.
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controller and the proposed controller m the time 

domain and the frequency domain, respectively. The 

real engine noises are picked up directly in a car, 

under the structure of Fig. 4 The time length of data 

samples is four seconds by the sampling rate of 1000 

Hz. And the number of adaptive linear filter coe

fficients and the impulse response coefficients used 

are 64 and 64, respectively. The engine rotations per 

minutes (RPM) are ranged from 3000 to 5000 rpm 

and their dominant noise components (C2) are di

stributed between 100 Hz to 166.7 Hz. For si

mulations, the engine ignition signal is used as a 

reference signal and an error sensor output in a cabin 

is used as a primary signal, and both reference signal 

and primary signal are band—limited to 300 Hz using 

fo니r-pole Butterworth low pass filter (LPF). In the 

fig니res, the active noise controller with the adaptive
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Fig. 8. The time sampled primary noise signal before cont「이 
(a) and the time sampled error signals of the general 

LMS control (b) and the proposed control (c).
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Fig. 9. The power density spectrum of (a) the primary noise 

before control (dashed line) (b) the general LMS control 

(dotted line) (c) the Proposed control (s이id line).
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nonlinear compensator has significant advantages over 

the active control system without the adaptive non

linear compensator in convergence speed and noise 

attenuation performance in time domain and fre- 

q니ency domain, respectively. Especially at low fre

quencies, the performance difference of both al

gorithms is distinct. That is because the former system 

cannot control well due to the distortions of nonlinear 

elements such as speakers, whereas the latter system 

can control the primary noise, compensating for the 

nonlinear distortions at the same time. Also the pro

posed system has significant advantages over the 

general LMS control system in convergence speed 

and noise attenuation performance in time domain 

and frequency domain, respectively. In the figures, 

the results represent the control performances with

out an adaptive nonlinear filter for compensation of 

nonlinearity in H and with the adaptive nonlinear 

filter, respectively, in which the coefficients of the 

adaptive nonlinear filters are used to be copied to the 

nonlinear filters when both adaptive nonlinear filters 

converge to their optimum solutions sufficiently. From 

the figures, it is verified that the performance of 

noise control with nonlinear compensator is better 

than without nonlinear compensator. In the figures, 

(a), (b), and (c) represent the signals of primary 

noise before control, of the general LMS control, and 

of the proposed control, respectively. From the fi

gures, it is verified that in both case of (A) and (B), 

the proposed controller can control the engine noise 

better than the general LMS algorithm, and both 

controllers can control the noises with the nonlinear 

compensator better than wifho니t the compensator. 

This is because the compensators may linearize the 

secondary path, so the adaptive linear filter can 

control better.

IV. Conclusions

In this paper, I present a robust active noise con

troller based on the combination of feedforward and 

feedback control systems. Through computer si

mulations as well as the analytical analysis, it could 

be shown that it is possible for both conventional 

LMS controller and proposed controller, to be applied 

for actively controlling the noises and linearizing the 

nonlinear distortion in the secondary path. Also, the 

simulations results demonstrated that the proposed 

controller may have faster convergence speed and 

better capability of controlling the noises and com

pensating the nonlinear distortion than the con

ventional LMS controller.
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